
Thanks for playing Machine of Death! Inside the game box you’ll find 
a comprehensive rulebook, as well as a reference card for some of the 
game’s elements. (“Cater the wake” refers to providing food, BTW.) 
This supplement contains a few CORRECTIONS and UPDATES to the 
rulebook, to make your gameplay as much fun as possible!

Machine of Death is a storytelling game. The rules as written 
are a bit flexible, to allow for creativity in the stories. And within 
the construct of the game, there are different ways you can play, 
depending on the type of experience you want:

• With a bigger or more casual group, try HEAD-TO-HEAD MODE. In H2H, 
there is no limit to the number of players. This mode is more of a party game, 
and it allows each player to pitch crazy murderplans to that round’s judge. 
Turn this supplement over to read more about Head-To-Head Mode.

• Or, on page 21 of the rulebook is “Psychopath,” another party-game variant!

• For more of a roleplaying experience, try CO-OP MODE. This is the game 
that the rulebook describes. This supplement adds the recommended tweak 
of one player taking on the role of gamemaster to lead the others through an 
unfolding story. Turn the page to read more about Co-Op Mode.
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Players take on the role of master assassins, and compete 
with one another to see who can kill a designated target. 
The cards and terms are the same as in the roleplaying 
version of the game, as described in the rulebook, and 
the method of planning an assassination is the same 
too – except that in this version, each player will come 
up with their own independent plan, incorporating two 
Black Market Gift Cards and one Specialist.

Separate the Specialists from the game 
deck and deal three to every player, which 
they should look at but keep hidden. These 
comprise the HIT SQUAD each player will have 
at their disposal. (It’s OK if players get cards 
showing the same specialist. Even contract 
killers moonlight every now and then.)

Choose one player to be the Chief. This role 
will rotate each round.

The Chief creates a target for the round, 
and deals a death card for that target, 
placing it face-up for everyone to see. (See 
pages 8–9 in the rulebook to learn how to 
generate a target, or check out our video at 
machineofdeath.net/target).

Everyone who’s not the Chief is an Assassin. 
Deal each Assassin two Black Market Gift 
Cards, which they should keep hidden.

The Chief can provide any additional 
information they choose to about the target, 
and the Assassins should take this time to ask 
any questions they have about the scenario. 
At the Chief’s mark, start a 90-second timer. 
(You can use the sand timer, or our music 
tracks at machineofdeath.net/button).

Each player now silently comes up with a 
plan to kill the target, using the Gift Cards 
at their disposal. (Using note paper is OK.) 
They must entrust the plan to one of their 
three Specialists, sending just that person to 
the scene to pull it off. The Specialist’s skill (as 
listed on the card) or any other characteristic 
about them may come into play. For example, 
for an underwater caper, it might be a good 
idea to send in Gilly, Duchess of the Deep.

RULES SUPPLEM
ENT

When time is up, 
the Chief asks each 
player (in any order) 
to pitch their plan. The player reveals their Gift 
Cards and their chosen Specialist and explains 
how they plan to kill the target. Both Gift Cards 
must be used in the plan, as separate objects 
(they cannot be characteristics of a single object).

After the Chief has heard each plan and asked 
any questions, the Chief chooses one plan to 
give the green light, by awarding the die to that 
player. That player now has three chances to 
roll 4, 5, or 6, which will secure the kill. If they 
succeed, they take the death card as a trophy! 

If the player rolls the skull, that represents 
CRITICAL MISSION FAILURE and that player’s 
turn is entirely over. If the player rolls 2 or 3, 
the Chief explains how one of their Gift Cards 
failed, and deals them a replacement. The player 
now must explain (to the Chief’s satisfaction) 
how they’ll use this new card to fix the plan in 
progress, before making a second roll attempt. 
This process repeats if the second roll fails.  

If all three rolls fail, the Chief must now consider 
the remaining plans and choose a different one. 
That player now has two chances to roll for 
their own plan, while the overall assassination 
narrative continues where it left off.

If both those rolls fail, the Chief chooses the plan 
of a third player, who gets one final chance to 
save the operation. If their single roll fails, the 
target escapes. 

Upon the target’s demise or escape, discard all 
cards that were played. Re-deal as needed, and 
rotate the role of Chief.



CO-OP MODE (ROLEPLAYING) OTHER RULE UPDATES
You, the players, make up a cooperative team of highly 
trained assassins. You must work together to kill the targets 
you have been assigned by your Chief.
The rulebook leads you through the process of designating targets, aquiring Black 
Market Gift Cards, and coming up with a plan to kill the target.

The written rules also prompt you, the assassins, to collaboratively assign Difficulty 
values to your plan. For experienced players, this method can work well. 

On page 20 of the rulebook, an alternate mode of play is described, labeled the 
“Gamemaster Variant.” In this variant, a single player steps aside from the planning 
process to take on the role of the Chief, narrating the story as it unfolds and assigning 
Difficulty values (what some games call “DC”) to the plans the assassins come up with.

This is now our recommended way to play. It streamlines the process of assigning 
Difficulty, and prevents player disagreement.

The Chief has ABSOLUTE AUTHORITY and can do anything they want – including granting 
the assassins extra cards, interpreting cards however desired, and OTHER. This is the 
mode of play that most roleplayers will probably prefer.

If you are new to the game, consult our description of the Chief variant rules on page 20 
of the printed rulebook, and consider that mode THE OFFICIAL WAY TO PLAY. 

The Chief’s role is to provide details, including what happens when Gift Cards fail; guide 
the overall narrative of the mission; and assign all Difficulty values for all rolls.

This page contains some GAMEPLAY MINUTIAE! It’ll make the most sense after you’ve 
read the official rules. These updates supercede what’s printed in the rulebook, so be 
sure to come back and read this page after you read the rules.

RULE CHANGE—Ending the Game: If the assassins fail to get 
the kill before time is up, but they still have cards remaining, 
this does not end the game.
Instead, the assassins should deal out 3 more Gift Cards from their 
budget. They should then come up with a new plan that picks up exactly 
where the narrative left off at the end of the failed round, and continue 
the game. The important thing is killing four targets before running out 
of cards...not necessarily having to get four kills in only four rounds. 

Following as a corollary: If a team has only one or two cards left in its budget at 
the beginning of a round, the Chief may deal the team additional Gift Cards so they 
can start with 3, and (at the Chief’s discretion) may feed them more Gift Cards during 
the round as necessary to complete a final attempt at the kill. (It’s in the Chief’s best 
interest to see the target dead, after all!) 

In general, this is part of a larger, looser philosophy that says “It’s okay for 
the Chief to do whatever’s needed to keep the game fun.”

    OPTIONAL HIGH-STAKES 
    RULE UPGRADE: 
Deal each assassin a death card as well! If, during 
the game, the die comes up with the skull, this 
CRITICAL FAILURE immediately KILLS any assassin 
whose death card is in any way consistent with the 
plan currently being carried out (at the discretion 
of the Chief). The remaining assassins must then re-
roll to continue the plan in progress. (If no assassins 
are affected, then flip the Fate Coin as usual.)

In the next round, the dead player may re-join the 
group as a new assassin with a new death card – 
but of course, if it happens that all assassins are 
killed during the same round, the game is over. This 
adds a new wrinkle to your planning!

Retiring death cards: To avoid repetitive games, consider 
retiring each death card after getting that kill. (That person’s 
dead, you know.) You can even have the players sign and date 
the card as a memento of the murderous time you had! This 
ensures you’ll never play the same game twice. And with 200+ 
death cards included in just the base game alone, you can play 
PLENTY of games before you ever run out of cards.

Playing the Speed Round (as seen on the Quick Reference Card): This is a fun and 
fast-paced way to get into the idea of the game. But there’s no need to bother with the 
timer at all – the game moves quickly enough without it. We recommend playing to a 
certain number of points, instead.

Another note on the Speed Round: Feel free to sort through the deck first and cull 
out the Specialists and Gift Cards that don’t work well for this mode. (For example, the 
‘Chief’ Specialists.)


